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Nobel Conference aims to
answer scientific questions
53rd annual Nobel Conference meant
to focus on reproductive technology
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The 53rd Nobel Conference will take place in the Lund Hockey Arena in front of various students and faculty.

Samantha Walters
Staff Writer

T

his year, Gustavus will
be hosting the 53 Nobel
Conference, with this
year’s theme focusing on
reproductive technology.
On October 3 and 4, seven
presenters and professors will
come to Gustavus from all
different backgrounds to talk
about their studies on reproductive technology.
The conference will provide
an indepth look at science:
“From artificial insemination to in vitro fertilization to
contraception, reproductive
technologies have long raised
a host of complex scientific,
social, and ethical questions,”
Gustavus’ website states.
And this is one of the goals
for the annual conference, “to
explore revolutionary, transformative and pressing scientific questions and the ethical
issues that arise with them.”
“[The mission is] to bring
cutting edge science technology to the audience and engage
them in conversation with experts,” Associate Professor in
Classics and Gender, Women
and Sexuality Studies Yurie
Hong said.
Her hope for the Gustavus

community is that the conversation continues after the
conference: “We’ve made the
talks shorter to demonstrate
for the audience that this is
an ongoing conversation with
multiple voices at the table,”
Hong said.
“People don’t always have to
agree with one another… they
can challenge each other in a
way that moves the conversation forward that’s productive
and gets people to think about
these issues.”
She also hopes that individuals reflect on their own.
She believes it “surfaces your
own values and ideals and
intellectual or ethical frameworks.”
“[I am] also very interested
in the conversation about the
ethical implications of this
work,” geneticist, and biology professor Colleen Jacks
‘79 said. She hopes to answer
questions of her own, “What
boundaries do we as a society
want to set in this regard?
Who will have access to the
medical procedures?”
First-Year Matthew Meier
saw the Nobel Conference as a
junior in high school.
“I thought that it was going
to be above my understanding
because I was a junior, and I
thought that they’d be talking

way above my head, but it
was very easy to understand,”
Meier said.
The Nobel Conference was
created after Gustavus leaders attended the Nobel Prize
ceremonies in Stockholm,
Sweden.
Because of the college’s
Swedish roots and respect for
the Nobel ceremony’s credibility, representatives asked The
Nobel Foundation to endorse
the conference.
The first conference, held in
1965, was about “Genetics and
the Future of Man”.
Since then, they’ve stuck to
that mission of providing conversations on new technology,
as well as engaging discussion
with those outside of the science community.
While it is a science conference, “there should be something in there for everybody,
no matter what their major
or what their angle is,” Hong
said.
“I expect it to be essential to
my life in some way. I expect
huge debates and arguments
between people,” First-Year

“Nobel Conference”
Continues on page 4

Swedish Royal Treasurer Jan Lindman
visits Gustavus

I

Caroline Probst
Editor-in-Chief

t isn’t every day that you
meet a gentleman whose
business card says he’s Keeper of the Privy Purse.
When you learn that he is the
treasurer to the King of Sweden,
you know you’re in special
company.
In this case, you’ve met Gustavus Board of Trustees member
Jan Lindman, who hopes to
bring a special Swedish perspective to Gustavus while also
serving as a liaison between
Gustavus and other Swedish
contacts.
Lindman has been in Sweden’s royal court for the past
eight years.
He describes his job as a trio
of responsibilities.
“One is I’m the CFO for the
royal court, which is an organization with 300 employees,”
Lindman said.
“The other part is that I’m
managing the wealth of the royal family, their financial wealth
and real estate holdings. I’m
also the head of the royal foundations, which mainly consists
of about 30 endowment funds.
As part of that, I’m also the representative in different boards
at the University in Stockholm
and here.”
To handle these significant
responsibilities, Lindman meets
with the King in Stockholm

about once a week, or as needed.
Lindman joined Gustavus’s
Board of Trustees in June 2016.
After his royal court predecessor introduced him to
Tom Young, Vice President for
Institutional Advancement,
Lindman,and Youngy struck up
a connection that has grown in
many ways.
“Jan is the third person from
Sweden in the College’s history to serve on the Board of
Trustees. The College enjoys a
very strong network of friends
in Sweden and he came highly
recommended. Jan’s predecessor at the Royal Court, Mr.
Bengt Telland was kind enough
to introduce us to Jan, and His
Majesty, the King supported
and encouraged Jan to accept
the College’s invitation to join
the Board,” Young said.
When Gustavus invited Lindman to be a member of the
Board, he had to ask the King
for permission.
He received an enthusiastic
reply from His Majesty, the
King.
“The king was very positive,”
Lindman said.
“He thought that it was a
good idea. He has been here

“Jan Lindman”
Continues on page 4
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Jan Lindman in the Courtyard of the King’s Palace in Stockholm, Sweden.
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Campus Safety Report
Tuesday, September 19
• Campus Safety responded
to a suspicious circumstance n the Arboretum
lot on College grounds. A
student was found sleeping in their vehicle.
Wednesday, September 20
• Carpet was found damaged by an unidentified
substance.
Thursday, September 21
• Campus Safety responded
to the report of a bicycle

•

•

theft near North Hall.
Campus Safety took an
injury report at Health
Service for a student who
was injured off campus at
a class-sponsored event.

lege Grounds. A visitor
was transported to the
hospital by ambulance for
dehydration.
•

Campus Safety observed
hazardous activity along
Campus Drive. Students
were seen riding on the
trunk of a vehicle.

Saturday, September 23
• Campus Safety responded
to a medical assist on Col-

•

Campus Safety responded
to a motor vehicle accident
on College Grounds at the
7th street entrance where
a light pole was damaged.
One student was arrested
for an of-age alcohol,
driving, and damage to
property violation.
Campus Safety responded

to a non-compliant student at the Rave Dance.
One student was referred
to the campus conduct
system.
•

Campus Safety responded
to a disorderly conduct at
the Homecoming tent. A
student was transported
to detox by the Saint Peter
Police Department.

Sunday, September 24
• Campus Safety responded
to an underage alcohol vi-

olation at the Rave Dance.
Case was referred to the
campus conduct system.
•

A student reported the
theft of personal property
from Beck Hall. Some of
the property was later
recovered.

•

A student reported the
theft of personal property
at Lund Center near the
weight room. (x4)
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Gusties reign on Homecoming
with revelry and celebration
T

Corbyn Jenkins
Staff Writer

his past weekend, alumni from far and wide returned to the Hill for The
Great Gustie Gathering!
Events occurred throughout
the week, culminating with the
final homecoming events on
Saturday.
On Monday, the hunt began
for the Homecoming Medallion.
A medallion was hidden
around campus each day of
the week by Gustavus Campus
Activities Board.
On their social media, they
posted clues each day and the
Gustie to find the medallion
won a prize.
This year’s medallion winners were sophomores, Vanessa
Case and Kelsey Larson, as well
as junior, Eli Jasnoch.
On Monday evening, student
organizations brought out their
creative side in the annual
window painting competition,
hosted by CAB.
The designs were judged, and
the top three organizations won
a monetary donation for their
group. ICC won first place, Society of Physics came in second,
and Gustavus Women’s Rugby
in third.
On Tuesday, CAB started
handing out Homecoming jerseys.
Gusties were able to trade in
any new or gently used piece of
clothing for a 2017 Homecoming Jersey, which proved to be a
hit as just about everyone walking around campus on Saturday
was wearing one.
Later that evening, 200
Gusties were able to “Stuff-A-

Gus” in the Courtyard Cafe
with CAB.
After waiting in line, they
were given a Gus to stuff (just
like Build-a-Bear) and even
topped it off with a crown.
“Stuff-A-Gus was a super
creative and fun event! I know
everyone there was super excited to get their own individual
Gus,” Sophomore Erin Oberle
said.
Wednesday evening hit, and
The Dive was officially revived.
Students took a break from
their homework and studying
and made their way to The Dive
to get their groove on for a bit.
Many weren’t sure how this
event would go, but it exceeded
expectations, and most left with
smiles on their faces.
“It was a sweaty time, but
super fun! I loved getting down
to all of the old school jams,”
Sophomore Linsey Wolf said.
On Friday afternoon Career
Development, Parent Engagement, and the Office of Alumni
hosted a meet-and-greet with a
few of Gustavus’ Distinguished
Alumni Award recipients, and
board members.
The speakers on the panel at
the event included Warren Beck
‘67, Eric Espeland ‘92, Ben Levy
‘07, Krista Cruse Meierbachtol
‘07, Ian Grant ‘91, George Hicks
‘75, Patricia Pellikka ‘79, and
Steven O. Anderson ‘87.
Students were able to ask
these Distinguished Alumni
many questions related to their
career interests.
After the panel, the Gustavus
Alumni Association celebrated
its class of 2017 award recipients.
Later that evening the Gusta-

Submitted

Spectators viewed the Homecoming football game when the Golden Gusties defeated Hamline this past weekend.

vus Alumni Association Awards
Banquet took place in Alumni
Hall.
The banquet celebrated this
year’s recipients of the Alumni
Association Awards.
Those who attended the banquet were past award recipients,
members of the Alumni Board,
and their friends and family.
Lots of photos were taken, and

Submitted

Homecoming week ended with a wild and carefree rave dance where tons of students danced late into the night.

many heartwarming speeches
were given, including one from
Gustavus President Rebecca
Bergman.
Friday night was also home
to several anticipated events.
In Eckman Mall CAB hosted a
Pizza Tailgate, where there were
over 1000 slices of pizza from
Jake’s Stadium Pizza, Dominos,
and Godfathers.
Not only was there pizza at
this tailgate, but also an extreme
trampoline, yard games, water
pong, and music.
After the tailgate, CAB hosted
the Annual Lip Sync Battle in
the caf.
Many student orgs competed
against each other for the honorary title.
The winners received a monetary prize. This year Gustavus
Women’s Rugby came in first
place with their performance,
followed by DEEP and then
OLAS for second and third
places.
This event was one that many
Gustie’s had been looking forward to.
“Winning 3rd place in window painting was nice, but
winning 1st in the lip sync battle
was exhilarating,” Junior Rugby
player Elizabeth Hur said.
Gusties spent the evening
hanging out with friends and
staying awake for Insomnia
Cookies at 11:59 pm, with some
lining up for these late night
cookies as early as 10:00 p.m.
“I was looking forward to
those cookies all week long!
Totally worth the wait,” Sophomore Linsey Wolf said.

Come Saturday the campus
was flooded with Gustie spirit.
Just about every sport had a
game, many alumni were back
on the hill, and there was an immense amount of events.
The day began with multiple luncheons and Affinity
gatherings hosted by multiple
Gustavus departments and
organizations.
A popular event was the football game.
The first 1,000 students to arrive at the game received a 2017
Homecoming bandana.
The Gustavus football team
ended up defeating Hamline,
51-7 and that was enough to
make it already a great Homecoming.
Outside of the football field
was a Family Fun Zone, which
included multiple inflatables,
yard games, a photo booth and
craft zone, and two popular activities: The petting zoo, and the
Gustie Pub Beer Garden.
Later in the afternoon, there
was an Alumni Dance Celebration in Bjorling Recital Hall.
The dance department welcomed back alumni dancers to
perform on the stage for another
time.
Homecoming Saturday ended
with a Rave for the student
body.
CAB lit up the homecoming
tent with DJ’s and performers,
LED robots and lights.
Overall, The Great Gustie
Gathering was a success, and
created so many unforgettable
memories for both current students and alumni.
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Public discourse celebrates a decade

Submitted

Students and faculty enjoy refreshments at the 10 year Public Discourse Birthday Party in the Beck Atrium.

T

Mykaela Otto
Staff Writer

he Communication Studies Department hosted an
alumni and student event
and brunch called PD BDAY this
past Saturday during homecoming festivities.
PD BDAY was the ten-year
anniversary celebration of the
launch of Public Discourse, and
for the launch of a new program, the Public Deliberation
and Dialogue initiative.
At Gustavus, public discourse
is a course where students study
practical public argument and
apply the concepts through a
semester-long civic engagement
project.
The course was made to use
unique classroom techniques
and projects to learn important
communication skills in a way
that no college had ever attempted to learn them before.
After ten years of successful
projects, the department wanted
to take time and celebrate the
success by inviting alumni back
to the department over homecoming weekend.

“The course is so great for the
school and the community at
large, and we need to celebrate
that. Dr. Brandon Anderson,
professor in the communication
studies department, said.
“We get to see all of the
achievements and hard work
that the department has put in.
Everyone in this department
has put their support behind
it which is important to recognize.”
Dr. Leila Brammer, Communication Studies Department
Chair, reflected on the course
and how far it has come.
“We spent over a year developing the course, and we still
didn’t know what it would look
like. I was sitting in a workshop
and I just came up with the idea
and said wait that’s it,” Brammer said.
This light bulb moment
sparked what has now been a
decade of community based
projects from Gustavus Students.
The course has far surpassed
her expectations.
“We worried when we
changed the course from Pub-

lic Speaking to Public Discourse
that students would have less
public speaking skills because
we cut back on the number of
speeches, they actually were
better at public speaking and
were more confident, they [students] even reported that they
had more confidence in public
speaking,” Brammer said.
Brammer and the rest of the
Communication Students Department were shocked at the
student reaction to the course.
“The thing that really blew
our minds was how passionate
and engaged the students got,”
Brammer said.
“By the end of the semester,
students were so thrilled with
what they had done, what they
had accomplished, the confidence they had gained, and the
empowerment they gained in
thinking about themselves as
citizens, that it was beyond our
wildest imagination.”
Beyond the empowerment
of the students, Brammer believes that Public Discourse
has helped the professors in her
department to become better
educators.

“We did not know it would
transform us… [because of this
course] here at Gustavus we
have a group of people who are
experts at understanding community advocacy theoretically
and practically because we have
had over 2,000 projects we have
had to slow down and teach.”
Brammer said.
Anderson also expressed that
Public Discourse has changed
the way that he teaches.
“Before I got [to Gustavus],
I had never taught a class like
this, so it was a big change for
me and I had to learn some new
things, but after that moment,
after the first class, I could see
what the discipline of communication can do for students….
public discourse changed how I
speak about what we do, which
is really important.”
The course also created a
drive to do more within the
department to meet 21 century
communication needs, which
is why the Public Deliberation
and Dialogue initiative is being
launched this fall.
“In 2010 we set it as our departmental mission to create

the best possible undergraduate liberal arts communication
studies experience that prepares
students to meet the 21 century
needs of society,” Brammer said.
Former students and alumni
came to PD BDAY to celebrate
the life changing success that
has taken place because of public discourse.
Students and alumni enjoyed
taking time to reflect on their
projects and catch up with former classmates and professors.
Kam Schaefer, Junior Communication Studies major, came
to the event to support a course
which impacted her life, “I came
to celebrate Public Discourse
because it’s actually super applicable to everything. I totally
use it day to day. So now I’m
excited to celebrate it.”
PD BDAY gave alumni, students, and faculty a chance to
enjoy one another’s company
and breakfast pizza, while also
recognizing the significant impact that Public Discourse has
had on this campus and on the
communities where projects
have taken place.

‘Jan Lindman’ continues from
page 1
four or five times. He likes
Gustavus and said that they do
good things and that it would
be a learning process for [me]. It
was very true, and is very true.”
Lindman is an expert in endowments.
Before he worked for the
King, Lindman was an endowment and non-profit organization specialist at a commercial
bank.
He shares his financial investment and endowment expertise
as a member of the Gustavus
Board’s Investment Committee.
His favorite part of working
with the Board is its members’
ability to cooperate and remain
open to the ideas of others, even
if those ideas are different than
their own.
“I like the ambitious conversations and the willingness for
others to listen, the open discussions with a positive attitude,”
Lindman said.

Lindman tries to come to visit
Gustavus twice a year, for the
biannual Board meetings.
Although he doesn’t always
make it due to schedule conflicts, he makes sure to stay up
to date on all board actions and
discussions.
For a man who has extensively traveled the world and
spent time in many of its most
magnificent buildings, it’s interesting to note that he says
his favorite place on campus is
the Borgeson Swedish Cabin in
the Linnaeus Arboretum and
admires the compactness of
campus, compared to the often
spread-out layouts of universities in Sweden, like Uppsala and
Stockholm Universities.
“I hope to be able to, through
the network I have in Sweden,
help Gustavus in Sweden and
their activities in Sweden,”
Lindman said.

‘Nobel Conference sets sights on reproductive technology’ continues from page 1
Tyra Banks said.
“I hope it strengthens our
knowledge of reproductive
technology and make people
more aware of this growing
science.”
Gustavus students are highly
encouraged by their professors
to reserve their free ticket and
attend the conference.
The hope is to open the

minds of students and others
in the community to the realness of this new technology.
“I hope what people come
away with is this idea that
science does not take place in a
vacuum,” Hong said.
“It’s something that impacts
people’s lives… but also in
that broader societal level, it’s
something that says something

about who we are as a society… It’s done by humans, it
impacts humans.”
There will be over seven
lectures with more than five
musical performances written
specifically for the conference
and performed by Gustavus
musical groups.
Marsha Saxton is a director
of research and training at the

World Institute on Disability
and will be speaking on behalf
of people with disabilities and
their views on reproductive
technology.
Jacob Corn, from the University of California, Berkeley, conducts research on the
CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing
technique and will be discussing gene editing and the ethics

that come with it.
Mitochondrial transfer, male
contraception, and justiceoriented approaches to these
technologies are among the
topics that will be discussed.
The conference will be livestreamed, and tickets are available on the Gustavus website
and are open to the public.

variety
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GUSTIE of the
WEEK
Daniel Barnes

F

Corbyn Jenkins
Staff Writer

unny, caring, and dedicated; the words that junior, Daniel Barnes’ closest
friends would use to describe
him.
Daniel spent most of his
upbringing in Lund, Sweden,
however, as an eighth grader, he
moved to Shanghai, China with
his family for two years.
He returned to Sweden and
remained there until graduation. After graduation, he traveled 4,330 miles and ended up
here at Gustavus after discovering the school at a college fair in
Sweden.
“I knew I wanted to try
living in the U.S. because my
father is from Virginia” Daniel
said. “I applied to a few schools
on the East Coast but ended up
receiving the best offer from
Gustavus.
“I came here expecting only
to stay for a year but liked it so
much that I decided to stay for
all four. I have never regretted
that decision.”
Being a Swedish student at
Gustavus gives Daniel a unique
experience.
“It’s incredible how Gustavus has maintained such a
strong connection with Sweden

over the years and how proud
it is over that heritage” Daniel
said.
“I love the ‘Swedish touches
around campus. It’s always a
lot of fun to talk to the many
Gusties who have been or are
planning to go to Sweden, or
are currently taking Swedish.”

“Everyone should
know Daniel Barnes.
He’s passionate, a
true-student athlete,
and works hard for
everything.”
—Ehsan Asghar

Daniel has always been interested in how the world works.
He strives to understand why
people make the decisions they
make and why the world looks
the way it does.
As a financial economics and
political science double major,
he hopes to achieve the dream
of working in diplomacy or
international relations.
In the fall, when he isn’t in a
classroom, you will find Daniel
out on the soccer field. He is
thrilled to be able to play soccer
here in America.
The sport has been a passion of his since he was a little
kid and throughout his time at

Gustavus, it holds some of his
favorite memories.
“The times I have spent with
the soccer team have been my
favorite” Daniel said, “ Last year
we had a couple of memorable
games and this year will hopefully be a good season as well. It
is so much fun to play and travel
with the boys”.
Daniel is a great role-model
for those around him, including
his fellow teammates, Seniors
Matt Murakami and John Anderson.
“Dan is the best DJ I know
besides myself,” Anderson said.
Apart from his DJ skills, he’s
a great defender on the field.
“Daniel always has a great
attitude” Murakami said, “He’s
a hard worker and has a great
sense of humor. On the field,
he is a very smart defender and
is incredibly hard to get past.
His great game intelligence also
shows in his passing and ability
to play the ball out of defense”.
When Daniel isn’t on the
soccer field, you can find him
enjoying some evening ‘fika’,
actively taking part in Christian
organizations including Cru
and Proclaim, or spending time
as a tutor for both Swedish and
economics.
“Daniel’s caring and helpful
personality shows within his
work-study where he tutors in
Swedish and Econ. It is so cool

Daniel has been in love with the sport of soccer since his youth and is thrilled to play at Gustavus.

Abby Anderson

Abby Anderson

Daniel is involved in various academic and athletic activies, and religious
groups on campus.

to see him in action because he is
so gracious to the tutorees when
they have difficulty pronouncing words.
“He acts like a true teacher
when helping them, but not
helping them too much. He uses
Vygotsky’s scaffolding very
well,” Junior, Alicia Lhotka said.
Daniel and Lhotka met
through Public Discourse. Lhotka was doing her project on
looking to improve the Chinese
program at Gustavus. Nan Li,
the Chinese professor, suggested that she contact Daniel
because he lived in ShangHai,
China for two years during
middle school.
“Our first ever communication was via Facebook messenger, and it’s always kind of
weird when I tell people that.
It started off very professional,
and then we got to know each
better and became good friends.
Now it’s been over a year that
we’ve been dating, and he is my
best friend. Public Discourse for
the win.” Lhotka said.
If Daniel couldn’t get any
more interesting, he is also a
world-class traveler.
“Thanks to my parents and
upbringing I have grown to love
traveling, so I try to do as much
of that as I can during breaks,”
Daniel said.
He has been all over the
world including much of Europe, Ethiopia, China, and many
other places. If you want to
hear all about his adventures he
would love to tell you.
“In Ethiopia, last January,
Daniel did mission work at an
orphanage and taught English
to little kids. He brought so
much love and joy to those
boys. It was awesome to hear
his stories,” Lhotka said.
Daniel’s parents gave him a
piece of advice that has stuck

with him throughout his academics, sports, and everyday
life.
“They told me that the least I
can do in any situation is work
hard. Even if I’m not the most
talented person in the classroom
or on the soccer field, the least I
can do is work hard. Hard work
can take someone a long way
in whatever they are trying to
accomplish,” Daniel said.

“[He] did mission work
at an orphanage and
taught English to little
kids. He brought so
much love and joy to
those boys.”
—Alicia Lhotka
One of the main reasons that
Daniel chose to stay at Gustavus
all four years was because of the
many great friendships he has
made. One of his closest friends
is junior, Ehsan Ali Asghar.
“Everyone should know
Daniel Barnes. He’s passionate, a true student-athlete, and
works really hard for everything,” Asghar said.
The two of them have been
roommates since sophomore
year and best friends since first
year where they lived on the
same floor in Pittman and got
to know each other through the
International student’s orientation.
Daniel is a student-athlete, a
financial economics and political science double major, a tutor,
a traveler, a ‘DJ’, a role-model, a
great friend to many, and most
importantly a Gustie.
“To sum things up, Gustavus
is lucky enough to have Daniel
Barnes,” Asghar said.
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The Nobel Concert: A Finer Side of Science
Lucas Tomhave
Staff Writer

A

nticipation is in the air
as the 53 Annual Nobel
Conference is only days
away. This year’s Conference
“Reproductive Technology:
How Far Do We Go?” will focus
on the scientific, social, and ethical questions of reproductive
technology.
One event exploring these
questions is the free Nobel
Concert at 8 p.m. on October 3
in Bjorling Recital Hall.
This concert will feature
three works which span several
genres and eras of music.
One of the pieces is an original string quartet composition
by Gustavus faculty Dr. Alexandra Bryant entitled, “Lady Isabelle Was That Kind of Woman.”
Bryant composed her quartet
when The National Endowment
for the Arts chose her to write a
composition based on Appalachian inspiration.
She found inspiration in a
piece that, “introduced this old
tune; she started out by saying
‘Lady Isabelle was just that
kind of woman’ and there was
something about the way she
said Lady Isabelle that caught
my attention,” Bryant said.
She took this brief phrase,
reworked it, built on top of
it, and breathed life into it, to
composed her piece.

The Gustavus Wind Orchestra and Gustavus Symphonic Orchestra will perform at the conference.

In a sense, Bryant is much
like the geneticists who wield
the powers of reproductive
technology.
Though the means and subject matter are different for
geneticists and composers,
the ends are the same—both
edit and rework their existing
subjects.
In the case of a composer, he
or she may take themes of an already existing composition and
modify them to his or her liking
to create a new composition.
Bryant heard something that she
enjoyed and she expressed it in

her own way.
In the case of a geneticist, he
or she tries to modify and edit
humane genomes to change
hereditary conditions.
The Nobel Conference mission statement is: ‘The Nobel
Conference brings students,
educators, and members of the
general public together with the
leading thinkers of our time, to
explore revolutionary, transformative and pressing scientific
questions and the ethical issues
that arise with them.’
“It’s obvious why the physical and social sciences are essen-

tial to that exploration. But the
history of the liberal arts shows
us that all the ways in which
humans study and reflect on
their world make vital contributions to scientific and ethical
questions.
Music is certainly one of
those essential ways [because]
it can connect us to our humanness and explore scientific questions in myriad ways,” Nobel
Conference Director, Professor
Lisa Heldke said.
One could say music is in
itself very scientific, especially
composing music. There are

DELI HOT BAR MENU

DELI HOT BAR MENU

SIGNATURE SANDWICHES

Tuesday, October 3

Wednesday, October 4

Beef Meatloaf
Mashed Potato
Mac and Cheese
Green Bean Casserole
Roasted Cauliflower
Barbeque Chicken Wings
Parsnip and Leek Stew

Southern Fried Chicken
Creole Roasted Yams
Shrimp Monica
Chicken and Sausage Jambalaya
Grilled Vegetables
Pulled Pork
Red Beans

SOUPS

SOUPS

Pulled Pork
Blackened Chicken Salad Bacon
Pesto Aioli
Reuben
The Tuscan
The Roast Beef
Grilled Vegetable Portabella
Schwarma
Falafel Sandwich
Cuban
Ham & Cheese
Southwest Turkey
Báhn Mì
Chimayó

New England Clam Chowder
Cream of Mushroom
African Peanut

Creamy Chicken Wild Rice
Tomato Basil and Feta
Vegetarian Chili
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many variables and values to
control—pitch, tone, length,
dynamics.
So, listening to a meticulously constructed piece of music
can be comparable to reading a
scientific report or study: each
process is the analysis and interpretation of a public result.
Therefore, if one can comprehend the process and product of
a musical composition, it may
help this person understand a
scientific study or even larger
ideas.
“[Ultimately] we need music
as a means of understanding
our world,” organizer of Tuesday’s concert, Chad Winterfeldt
said.
Composing music delves
into ethics, for if composers
use snippets of other composers’ works, the line of ownership and originality becomes
blurred. “At what point is it
creativity and at what point is
it stealing?” Bryant said.
The other two pieces in the
concert are “A Musical Offering” by J.S. Bach, and “T42,”
and an arrangement for jazz
combo by Gustavus faculty
Dave Stamps.
Both highlight this idea of
the science and ethic of reproduction in music in their own
unique ways.
For those looking for an
interesting auditory and educational experience, this is the
concert for you.

We also have a fabulous salad

GOOD. LOCAL. FOOD.
down to a science.

bar, ready-made sandwiches on
our menu + desserts and always
homemade baked goods!

Join us during the
Nobel Conference,
we’re just down the hill.

228 Mulberry Street | St.Peter, Minnesota | 507.934.4880 | Open 7 am - 9 pm daily | EVERYONE IS WELCOME EVERY DAY

stpeterfood.coop

variety
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Fall-ing for Fun Fall Activities

F

Hannah Haas
Staff Writer

all is the most wonderful time of year. Time for
apple picking, Hocus Pocus
watching, leaves falling and
pumpkin everything.
Even though it hasn’t exactly
felt like fall lately with the heat
advisory and weird summer
weather, it is officially fall. After
all, what other season leads into
so many great times of the year
including, but not limited to,
Halloween, Thanksgiving, and
Christmas.
So it’s time to pack away
those sandals and bring out
those boots for some fun fall
activities.
For those of you who enjoy
a nice relaxing afternoon strolling through the countryside,
Gustavus is hosting many fall
activities.
Luckily, right in our backyard in the Linnaeus Arboretum
there is the Fall Fest from 11a.m.
to 4p.m. on October 7 in the arb,
where you can enjoy a hayride,
games, face painting, delicious
food, and a treasure hunt.
This event is free and open to
the public, so bring your friends
and family and take in the wonder that is the Arb.
While you visit, fill out a ribbon saying what you’re thankful for, that nature provides for
us and make a donation for the

World Climate Ribbon Project
by the Minnesota Interfaith
Power and Light.
A little further down the road
there is Sever’s Corn Maze in
Shakopee, which is open Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays.
There you can enjoy the petting
zoo, corn maze, corn pit, live
music, food and much more.
This is the perfect place to
enjoy the weekend and get off
campus for a little while with
your friends, or maybe meet
up with your family members.
No matter who you go with,
there is something for everyone
at Sever’s Corn Maze.
A little closer to home there
is apple picking galore at Emma
Krumbees in Belle Plaine, as
well as wagon rides, a petting
zoo, and a delicious restaurant
with homemade baked goods
next door.

“Whether you’re more
of an apple picking
baker or a crazy thrill
seeker, there are plenty
of things to do.”
This is a place you don’t
want to miss out on so go pick
some apples, make some pie
and call it a day. Just a hop skip
and a jump away from Emma
Krumbee’s is Minnesota’s Largest Candy Store, which can be

The Arb is a popular place on campus for relaxing as the leaves on campus begin to change color.

pretty busy at times, but the
wait is worth it.
There is more candy than
you could ever imagine and a
beautiful pumpkin patch for
carving, eating, or whatever
your heart desires.
Everyone knows it is not
Halloween season unless you
get so scared you jump out of
your skin a little. These fall
activities aren’t for the faint of
heart, but everyone is welcome.
The Dead End Hayride in
Wyoming, MN is sure to keep
you up at night but is worth
it. It is now open on Fridays
and Saturdays for the month of
September, but in October they
are open Wednesday through
Sunday and everyday for the

last week of the month.
So go and hop on the hayride
and watch out for those monsters out there.
The Trail of Terror and Valleyscare are both also located
in Shakopee and are the perfect
mix of terrifying and amazing.
The Trail of Terror runs from
October 13 to October 29 and
has so many scary haunted
houses to keep you on your
toes, as well as some scare-free
attractions such as karaoke, bull
rides, and many other games.
Valleyscare opened September 16 and you can go every Friday and Saturday until October
28. Valleyscare is a place for the
family and your friends.
Their slogan is “Fun by day.
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Fright by night” so head on over
and go through some mazes,
and experience the excalibur
and steel venom at night.
So whether you’re more of an
apple picking baker, or a crazy
thrill seeker there are plenty of
things to do, either in Gustavus’
backyard, or less than an hour
away.
Take a break from studying,
work, and the stress of life and
forget about your problems
and stroll through a corn maze
or have a zombie scare all your
troubles away.
Fall is the time for giving
thanks, appreciating what we
have and enjoying yourself so
go ahead and do just that, you
earned it.

Managing Mindfulness and Stress on Campus

I

Marie Osuna
Staff Writer

t’s no secret college can be
stressful, however, when that
stress becomes too much,
Gustavus has options to help.
Students in need of immediate help are encouraged to
utilize the Counseling Center
and the Learn to Live services
online. Suffering from a mental
health disorder is something
students do not have to face
alone.
There are services available
on campus, open to anyone,
which seek to help strengthen
minds, regardless of who or
what they are dealing with.
These practices run Mondays through Thursdays in the
Multifaith Center, located on
the main floor of Anderson hall,
during chapel breaks.
Mondays feature resiliency
practices with Michele Rusinko.
These have a different theme every week, and can feature ideas
including remembering who
you are, gratitude, and what it
means to hold other people.
Tuesdays are for soul care.
These are practices that help
strengthen those who are involved in social justice work.
The exercises really acknowledge that this work can be
slow to change, and therefore
disheartening.
Taking the time to look inward and care for oneself can
help ease draining feelings.

These also have another side, in
helping students who have been
through harder times.
“There’s a correlation between mental illness and people
who have been victims of oppression or abuse,” Chaplain
Siri Erickson said.
On Wednesdays, the Multifaith Center will lead students
through love and kindness
meditation. Chaplain Erickson
noted that meditation is one of
the most well-researched practices, and the outcomes were

encouraging.
“Research has shown positive outcomes for people with
mental illnesses adding meditation in addition to other methods,” Erickson said. “These
practices help all students focus on gratitude, compassion,
mercy, and grace.”
On Thursdays, yoga sessions
will be held with Kelly Karstad.
“I believe that teaching yoga
can help bring greater ease,
calm, focus, and awareness,”
Karstad said. “Doing asana or

The Multifaith Center is located on the main floor in Anderson Hall.

the physical practice of yoga
on a regular basis can bring all
kinds of benefits. Yoga for some
is a purely physical practice.”
These resources help students feel confident that they are
cared for and can help students
bring greater awareness and
attention to their mental health.
No matter what you do during the morning break, it’s truly
a gift to have a time-out from the
hectic schedule of college.
“Daily Sabbath is a time to
pause, recenter, and take some

Carrie Probst

deep breaths,” Erickson said.
“Students can remember that
they’re a part of a community
that loves them.”
Attending the meditative/
contemplative practices in the
Multifaith center during the
break can truly be beneficial, not
only for students with mental
illnesses, but all students.
“Mental health impacts academics and academics impact
mental health,” Karstad said. “If
you are not taking care of your
wellbeing it is likely that it will
affect important commitments
and relationships.
My role in helping students
individually it to empower
them to make choices that are
going to positively impact their
wellbeing.”
Erickson also noted that
the more traditional services
in Christ Chapel can also have
beneficial effects on students’
mental health.
“Within each religion, there
are spiritual and religious practices that can help people with
mental illnesses,” Erickson said.
“But Mondays through Thursdays [in the Multifaith Center]
are open to people regardless
of their identity and religious
beliefs.”
The world has a lot of work
to do still in order to remove
the stigma surrounding mental
illnesses, but Gustavus new
practices are showing movement towards a brighter future
for all students.
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Nobel Conference 53
Reproductive Technology: How Far Do We Go?

Jad Abumrad
Jad Abumrad is the co-host,
founder and producer of
NRP’s podcast Radiolab.
The podcast is described
as “a show about curiosity.
Where sound illuminates
ideas, and the boundaries
blur between science, philosophy, and human experience.”

Abumrad will lecture
on the understanding
of science as an
intrinsic part of
human experience
and as a part of
larger philosophical
questions about life.

Ruha Benjamin

Diana Blithe

Jacob Corn

Ruha Benjamin works as
an associate professor at
Princeton University in
the Department of African
American Studies and is
a 2016-2017 felllow at the
Institute for Advanced
Study. Benjamin is the
author of People’s Science:
Bodies and Rights on the
Stem Cell Frontier. She
has also written numerous
articles
and
book
chapters that examine
the social demensions of
biotechnology.

At the National Institute of
Health, Diana Blithe works
as the program director for
the Male Contraceptive
Development
Program.
She oversees clinical trials
to test safe and efficacy of
new contraceptive agents
for men and women as the
co-director of the Contraceptive Clinical Trials Network.

Jacob Corn works as the
Scientific Director of the
Innovative Genomics
Initiative. At UC Berkeley.
He has written on limiting
the use of CRISPR/
Cas9 in the human
germlineuntil we can
better delineate safe and
ethical parameters for its
use.

Benjamin will
speak on a social
justice approach
to reproductive
technologies.

Diana Blithe will
present on the recent
state of research
regarding male
contraceptives.

Corn’s lecture
will discuss the
future of genome
editing by asking:
How does genome
editing work? How
is it accelerating
biomedical research?
How can it be used
to cure disease? What
are potential ethical
concerns with its use
in humans?

Alison Murdoch

Marsha Saxton

Charis Thompson

Professpr Alison
Murdoch teaches
Reproductuve Medicine
at Newcastle University.
She is also qualified as a
gynaecologist and fertility
clinician. been part of the
team of researchers who
have been developing
IVF technology to
prevent transmission of
mitochondrial disease.
She has been the Chair
of the British Fertility
Society and a member of
the Nuffield Concil on
Bioethics.

Marsha Saxton is an
instructor in disability
studies at the University
of Califronia, Berkley
and is also the director
of research and training
at the World Institude
on Disability. She has
written about disability
rights, personal
assistance, women’s
health, employment,
violence prevention, and
genetic screening issues
in numerous books,
films, and articles. She
has written extensively
on disability rights and
selective abortion.

Charis Thompson is
Professor of Sociology
, London School of
Economics and Political
Science as well as a former
founding director of the
ScienceTechnology, and
Society Center at the
University of California,
Berkley. She is also the
Chancellor’s Professor
and Chair of Gender
and Women’s Studies.
She has written several
books in relation to
science, technology, and
democracy. Thompson
serves on the Nuffield
Council on Bioethics
Working Group on
Genome Editing.

Murdoch will speak
on pre-implantation
embro research
and mitochondrial
transfer
concentrating on
the eithical and
regulatory processes
that impact this type
of research in the
UK.

Saxton will
address the views
and experiences
of people with
disabilities in
relation to genetic
and reproductive
technology.

Thompson will
lecture on the
co-emergence
of reproductive
and genomic
technologies in
the age of machine
learning.

